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2014 Submarine Force Museum & Historic Ship Nautilus STEM-H Teacher Fellowship

Objectives:
1. Use principles of buoyancy and pressure to identify and explain the possible physiological effects submarine
escape can have on the human body.
2. Generate an info-graphic that visualizes the effect water has on a submerged diver, and the physiological effects
that are a threat to submerged divers.
Task:
1. Design an info-graphic that visualizes the effect water has on a submerged diver, the physiological effects that are
a threat to the safety of submerged divers, and the use of a hyperbaric chamber to help reverse those effects. Your
info-graphic should support a common theme, which is supported by clear, carefully researched evidence that is
presented graphically.
• You should include statistical graphs and any relevant data. Approach an info-graphic as you would any
other form of design.
• Begin by putting together a skeleton of words and arrows, grouping relevant data together and visualizing
the flow of information using flow charts.
• See the Rubric at the end of this activity for “expectations”.
2. Review the vocabulary used in the previous assignments. Try to include as much of the vocabulary into your infographic. Many of the vocabulary words can be used as transition or connecting points for graphics, charts, or
statistics.
3. The following website may be used as a starting point for researching physiological effects on the human body
specific to emergency submarine escape. http://www.hnsa.org/doc/submed/chap21.htm#pg322

Tips on completing an info-graphic project:
1. Consider your audience. Who is going to use your info-graphic? Depending on the demographic, your infographic will accordingly reflect colors, icons, knowledge and complexity.
2. Determine what kind of graph will best represent each of the data groups that you will use in your info-graphic.
Investigate example visual approaches by studying the Periodic Table of Visualization Methods:
http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html
3. Make sure your info-graphic has a conclusion, or overlying message.
4. Be sure to include a works cited page for any sources that were used to develop your info-graphic. Use EasyBib to
generate a citation. http://www.easybib.com/
Different ways to make your info-graphic more appealing:
1. Make use of as many colors that you have in the color wheel
3. Don’t write long paragraphs, use short and precise sentences
4. Copy or generate simple charts that help to illustrate data or support a statement
6. You can extend the info-graph by placing content instead of statistics
7. Structure the info-graph using nice styles
9. Use other info-graphics as resource to create a new info-graph.

Example Info-graphic
Keeping active is good for our health, but is a bout of inactivity as bad for us as smoking?

"Could Sitting around Doing Nothing Really Be as Bad for Us as Smoking?" Metro Could Sitting around Doing
Nothing Really Be as Bad for Us as Smoking Comments. N.p., n.d. Web. 31 July 2014.
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